CONIFERS

GINKGO TREES
These are living fossils, dating back to over 150 million years ago.

WESTERN HEMLOCK
Hold a tiny cone in your hand.

WESTERN WHITE PINE
Notice the bundles of needles. How many are in each bundle?

MONKEY PINE
How did this tree get its name?

WOLLEMIA PINE
Less than 300 trees left in the wild.

WESTERN REDCEDAR
Learn how to spot this native conifer’s unique leaves and bark.

LIGHTNING TREE
Struck by lightning in 1982. Can you tell if trees heal or not?

FAIRY FOREST
Can you help the fairies build a shelter?

REDWOOD DECK
A great spot to sit and admire these tree giants.

JEFFREY PINE
JEFFREY PINES can smell like banana, vanilla, or pineapple. What do you smell?

TRAILS

REDWOOD LOOP (0.9 miles)
Take the Spruce Trail to the Redwood Deck. Return along the Redwood Trail.

BRISTLEcone PINE LOOP (1.25 miles)
Take Fir Trail to White Pine Trail to Bristlecone Pine Trail and back.

ALL USER ROUTE (0.5 miles)
Accessible parking on Fischer Lane. Take the paved section of the Bristlecone Pine Trail up to the ginkgo trees. Return along the same route.

VISITOR CENTER
(Restrooms located outside)
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EXPLORE MORE
CHECK OUT THE AWESOME CONIFER TRAILS ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS MAP

FLOWERING TREES

TANNOAK
Notice the unusual pattern of its branches

OAK COLLECTION

WINTER GARDEN

TREE STUMPS
Pick a stump and guess its age by counting the darker rings

PAPA PAPA
What animal do you think made the holes in this tree?

MAGNOLIA COLLECTION

MAGNOLIAS
Don’t miss these trees when they bloom in spring

TRAILS

— MAGNOLIA LOOP (0.8 miles)
Take the Oak, Wildwood, Beech, and Magnolia Trails to explore the magnolia trees and Winter Garden.

— MAPLE LOOP (1.1 miles)
Take the Overlook Trail out to the maple trees. Return on the Wildwood Trail.

— ALL USER ROUTE (1.0 mile)
Take the paved Overlook Trail up towards the Viewpoint and continue down paved switchbacks. Return back the same way or take the free shuttle from the parking lot back to the Visitor Center.

VISIT HOYTARBORETUM.ORG
for more information about education programs including school field trips, guided walks, adult classes, summer events, and Tree Time! Preschool walks.

HOYT ARBORETUM

ARBORETUM HOURS
Open daily from 9:00 AM to 10:00 PM. There is no admission fee.

VISITOR CENTER HOURS
Daily, 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM (hours are subject to change)

LOCATION
4000 SW Fairview Blvd, Portland, OR 97221
info@hoytarboretum.org
(503) 865-8733

The Arboretum is located on 189 ridge-top acres in Washington Park.
We welcome all races, religions, countries of origin, sexual orientations, genders, and abilities.
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FINDING Leaves
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CAMERON ELK
Makes a quiet place to hide

FREE SHUTTLE STOP

PARKING LOT

VISITOR CENTER

[Junctions have been omitted for clarity]

Hoyt Arboretum Friends

PORTLAND PARKS & RECREATION
Healthy Parks, Healthy Portland
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